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Abstract 
  
The cloud computing gives a sequential request for conveyed assets on paid 

premise.Everyone would like to use these tools to reduce storage and 

maintenance costs, so the demand on the cloud raises every day.Load-

balancing is one of the most-huge issues confronting distributed computing 

today. Burden ought to be genuinely circulated among all hubs. Appropriate 

burden adjusting can limit the vitality utilization and carbon discharge. There 

are many burden adjusting calculations left. Every one of these calculations 

work in various manners and have a few preferences and detriments. The 

most basic impact of burden adjusting calculations is to comprehend 

highlights like value, proficiency, adaptation to internal failure, overhead, 

yield and time and asset utilization. This paper is predicated on unique 

burden the board for a cloud domain will give a crucial outline on load 

adjusting and dynamic burden the executive’s functionality. In the cloud 

sequential environment, we can discover a practically ideal arrangement 

inside a brief time of time.Modified Load Balancing - Ant Colony  
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Optimization (MLB-ACO) calculation is considered to have an ideal burden 

adjusting arrangement in a distributed computing condition.Experimental 

outcomes exhibit that proposed model exceeds existing models in terms of 

transmission delay, execution time, reducing energy consumption, increasing 

resource utilization and decreasing the number of energetic nodes. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Modified Load Balancing, Dynamic load 

management, Ant-Colony Optimization. 

  

1 Introduction 
 

  In the recent scenario every app to internet, every people, corporation 

practices Cloud computingservices.Cloud Computing is the most exciting 

way to make the concept of "computer services" real, it allows you to store 

and restore enormous data without thinking about the hardware you use.It 

dealswith three different Sequences Software as Service (SaaS), Platform as 

a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [1]. Users on request 

are provided with different physical and virtual resources. Cloud computing 

requires virtualization to access the resource [2]. 

  Virtualization ensures that several operating systems can be implemented 

on one physical system and the underlying infrastructure can be shared. 

Virtualization is the abstraction of computer resources. Virtualization gives 

workplaces related to bona fide machines.  

  We can induce all the more cosmically tremendous count and smaller 

amountof controlled servers doneover virtualization, which thusly shortens 

the general expense in space, force and foundation [3]. The virtualization 

platform can be used to quickly scale cloud resources. On-demand users are 

assigned dynamic cloud resources. With increasing users, the resources 

available are dynamically decreasing. 

  The allocation of cloud services on request to users contributes to the 

challenge of load balancing is defined in Figure 1. If workload is not 

correctly spread, some cloud nodes are heavily loaded and some nodes are 

loaded.Likewise, if cloud resources are not properly distributed, the delivery 

of service to customers will be delayed [4]. Burden awkwardness can cause 

framework bottleneck. So as to accomplish asset usage and immediately in 

the arrangement of administrations, the assignment of assets ought to be done 

in a proficient way. 
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Figure 1: Load Balancing in Cloud Computing Environment 

   

  Nodes can logically be divided into clusters and load balance tasks are 

shared between clusters.Every single clusters will assign the load to the end 

system of the cluster. It can be hierarchically organised.Different load 

balance methods have been introduced to effectively spread load across the 

available machinesin the cloud environment. 

  This research work is sorted with following segmentation with respect to 

cloud environment. The second Part describes about load balancing and its 

dimensionlimits. Section III describes Classification of Load Balancing 

algorithms. The fourth section describes traditional Ant Colony 

Optimization. In fifth section it includes the proposed load balancing 

algorithm called ModifiedLoad Balancing – Ant Colony Optimization 

(MLB-ACO).Section VI and VII describes simulation and experimental 

analysis.  

This paper is organised as follows: 

 Sequential Load balancing is analysed and described in Chapter 2 

 Classification of Load balancing algorithms are discussed in Chapter 3 

 Optimization Using Ant Colony Methodology is decribed in detail in 

Chapter 4 

 The Proposed work is described and explained in chapter 5 

 Chater 6 provides the simulation Environment and finally the results and 

performance analysis is given in Chapter 7 

 

2 Sequential Load Balancing  
 

  The sequential approach of load balancing is a method of efficiently and 

consistently spreading the workload through all usable end users in the 

cloud.Through switching the jobs between various nodes this increases the 

overall system efficiency.Sometimes not properly used resources are 

overheated, causing carbon emissions. By using assetsappropriately, carbon 

discharges can be reduced [5]. 
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  Throughput, productivity, versatility, reaction time, asset usage and 

adaptation to non-critical failure are a few measurements of estimation that 

can be utilized to test the methods of burden adjusting. Such parameters 

permit us to test whether the specific burden balance strategy is sufficient to 

adjust the heap [6].Each virtual machine in the cloud framework will work in 

a similar amount by effective burden adjusting. In this way, load adjusting is 

imperative to expand the throughput by limiting the reaction time. It  

additionally spares vitality utilization in a spotless and green condition.The 

energy consumption is minimized with the aid of Load Balancing, thereby 

reducing carbon emissions. It aims to achieve green computing.Efficient load 

balancing would ensure efficient load management on nodes, improved 

overall system performance, enhanced user interaction, quicker response, 

reliability of the system, reduced carbon emissions. 

 

3 Classification of Load Balancing Algorithms 
 

  Fundamentally capacity adjusting calculations are sorted into 

twoseparate segments with static burden adjusting calculations and dynamic 

burden adjusting calculations. 

 

3.1 Static Load Balancing Algorithms 
 

  When allocating responsibilities to end systems in a static load 

balancingalgorithm, node status andfeature in previous tasks will not be 

checked [7].The task procedure depends exclusively on the framework's past 

information on the property and assets of the hub, for example, preparing 

power, stockpiling limit and memory get to. Albeit a hub's previously 

mentioned properties are considered before relegating a crucial, can't alter 

during runtime to the dynamic changes in the characteristics and the 

apportioned burden on the hub [8]. In certain Static Algorithms basically are 

Load Balancing Min-Max, Load Balancing and Round Robin scheduling for 

load balancing in cloud environment. 

 

3.2 Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms 
 

  For heterogeneous and complex situations, dynamic calculations have 

better outcomes. These are progressively adaptable calculations. Dynamic 

calculations can consider dynamic characteristic changes. The principle bit of 

leeway of this is undertakings are picked dependent on current status and that 

will prompt improving the framework's presentation [9]. 

A unique Load Balancing calculation can be conveyed in two different 

ways disseminated and non-appropriated.All nodes in the system interact in a 

distributed algorithm and the task is divided among nodes, but all of them 

operate independently to perform the task in a non-distributed  
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algorithm. Some Dynamic Algorithms are Throttled Load Balancer 

Algorithm, Biased Random Sampling Algorithm, Exponential Smooth 

Forecast based on Weighted Least Connection, Join Idle Queue Algorithm. 

 

4 Optimization Using Ant Colony Methodology 
 

It is propelled after the subterranean insect states that business together 

in scrounging conduct. All things considered the unaffected ants consume 

roused frequent analysts for their work [10, 12], and in this way, the ants 

method can been exploited by several scientists for serious intelligent 

regions. This methodology is called for by the name of its motivation 

Optimized ant colony. Ants cooperate to discover new food sources and 

simultaneously utilize present food stuff causes to transfer the food stuff 

vertebral to the home-produced [Figure 2]. 

 
Figure 2: Natural Behavior of ANT 

 

  For a long time the ethnologists were in a tough situation since they 

addressed how even a visually impaired subterranean insect had the option to 

follow their kindred ants and entered the food sources precisely. They find 

that on moving starting with one hub then onto the next, the ants leave a 

pheromone trail. The insect in this manner showed up at the food sources by 

following the pheromone trails. The force of the pheromone may change 

contingent upon different factors, for example, food source quality, food 

separation, and so forth. To pick the following hub the ants utilize these 

pheromone tracks. The ants may even modify their ways when they 

experience any obstructions in their manner. Figure.2, gives a short depiction 

of this circumstance. This conduct of the ants was utilized in different 

improvement calculations, in which the ants comply with each other by a 

pheromone arrange. The ants navigating starting with one hub then onto the 

next change the way's pheromone trail, so a way will turn out to be 

increasingly practical if more ants cross on it. Paths with the highest strength 

of pheromones consume the straight remoteness after the fact to the finest 

cause of foodstuff. In this behavior of those ants changes a key regular 

distinctly. 
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5 Proposed Algorithm - Modified Load Balancing – Ant 
Colony Optimization (MLB-ACO) 
 

  The hardware performance of the node resources must be considered to 

achieve effective load balancing. First, assign tasks according to the capacity 

of the node to each node reasonably.Hardware performance is defined by two 

key factors — computing power and the bandwidth of resource nodes for 

system communication.As hardware efficiency, the following equation can 

be expressed. 

                                 (1) 
 

  In Equation (1), CPI represents the computing power and BWIrepresents 

the communication bandwidthof resource node i. 

                                                                            (2) 
  Load indicators of resource node consist mainly of CPU utilization, 

memory usage and system occupancy of bandwidth. Equation (2) can be 

used to express the load balancing value of the resource nodes. 

                                                                                                   (3) 
 

  In Equation (2),LBirepresents the load balancing value Ci represents the 

CPU utilization rate Mirepresents the memory usage and Bi  represents the 

bandwidth occupancy of resource node i.The average load value of all 

resource nodes in SWIM is expressed in Equation (3). 

                                                                                     (4) 
  Therefore, Equation (4) describes the resource node load standard 

deviation.The device load balance level can be expressed by measuring the 

LS regular load node default. The higher the LS value the more the device 

load is unequalled. The smaller the LS value, the more the system load is 

balanced. 

  The underlying pheromone grid is refreshed happening selected best 

method to coordinate impending ants all the more firmly to improved 

arrangement.. There are two sorts of pheromone immersion. The 

neighbourhood pheromone refreshing guideline is given in condition (5). 

0)1(   ijij                                                                       (5) 

  The local pheromone updating rule is applied to decrease the value of   

i.e., to decrease the desirability for the advanced ants. Thus the narrow value 

was been apprising the law which benefits to improve the multiplicity of the 

algorithm. Subsequently all other ants have assembled its clarifications,  
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universal pheromone apprising rule is imported practically on the finest track  

using equation (6). 

ij

best

ijij   )1(
                                                                  (6) 

  where means if best ant k travels on edge i, j.  

  The hardware output parameters of the network node and the device 

average load gap to change the pheromone , as described in Equation (7). 

                                                                                             (7) 
We also need to consider the completion time factor of all tasks in order to 

maximize the utility and try to minimize the completion time of the task. So, 

it estimates the expected completion time. 

 

6 Simulation Environment 
 

  Simulation is finished utilizing Cloud-Sim toolbox bundle to play out the 

recreation of Modified Load Balancing – Ant Colony Optimization (MLB-

ACO) calculation.The recreation havestayedaccomplished for the correlation 

of subsequentand current planning calculations, for example, FCFS, 

Traditional ACO, and LBACO [13-17] with proposed MLB-ACO 

calculation. In Cloud-Sim design contains n clients, for example, user1, user2 

… .client n and all clients have a free errand. All clients who have a different 

errand are appeared as T1, T2 ...Tp. The errands dispersed to various VMs 

are booked by a client. There are q virtual machines with n server farms. Any 

number of hosts might be remembered for every datum place. We consider 

that there are m has for every datum place. CIS gives server farm 

representative, virtual machine scheduler, and VM task arrangement. That 

server farm intermediary is answerable for planning exercises that associate 

with that other. VM Scheduler conveys strategies for every datum 

community merchant, virtual machines (VM) assignment approach.The VM 

approachadopts the booking capacity of the assignments on each virtual 

machine. A productive calculation is utilized to enhance task planning and 

improve the nature of administrations 

 

7 Experimental Result 
 

  Data Centre contains 50 virtual nodes. Head entity through ID 10 is set, 

since it consumes a maximum number of connected end system in the server 

network simulation. Suppose there are 10,000 requests spread over the end 

users and the considered threshold is 370. The threshold value depends on 

the number of requests and the availability of resources. 
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Figure 3: Time Analysis with different Response Load Balancing Algorithm 

 

  Figure 3 shows the reaction time examination with the proposed MLB-

ACO for different sorts of burden adjusting calculations, for example, FCFS, 

Modern ACO and LBACO. Hubs work likewise and information transmitted 

without affecting framework execution has been checked with MLB-ACO to 

every single existing calculation.  It provides the best performance shown in 

figure. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of time span on different number of tasks 

 

Figure 4 demonstrates a comparison of the average time span for 

different statistics of simulated responsibilities for using present FCFS, 

Traditional ACO and LBACO with the projected algorithm MLB-ACO.The 

diagram demonstrations that the typical time in MLB-ACO is always less 

than that in FCFS, LBACO and Traditional ACO. MLB-ACO is always 

improved than the FCFS, Traditional ACO, and LBACO. The average 

minimum duration is always better. 
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8 Conclusion 
 

  In the sequence approach in cloud it is proposed to analyse another 

Modified Load Balancing Ant Colony Optimization (MLB-ACO) calculation 

has been introduced in this paper for task planning for cloud condition. We 

structured another calculation and contrasted the outcomes and existing 

calculations like FCFS, Traditional ACO and LBACO. The proposed 

calculation is re-enacted utilizing CloudSim by various parameters and the 

outcomes are thought about. We assessed that the proposed arrangement is 

performing superior to the equivalent of the current calculations. Trial results 

show that utilizing developed MLB-ACO calculation, the time range has 

been diminished roughly when we increment the quantity of assignments 

contrasted with FCFS, Traditional ACO and LBACO which is appreciated to 

be the enhanced environment for cloud based architecture. 
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